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The high cost of natural gas is here to stay, and it has driven up the price of 

electricity - nationwide by ~14%. Replacing natural gas-fired and coal  

power plants is impractical as renewables are not yet reliable.  Therefore,  

most utilities are gradually transitioning from coal to natural gas, reducing 

CO² emissions by half or more, while adding renewables which will be 

coupled with energy storage to make them reliable. Looking ahead to 2050 

– the “net zero” dateline that’s been adopted - natural gas will contribute 

even more (from 23% to 27% of our energy mix). In fact, natural gas and 

nuclear will become the pillars of electric reliability while the decarbonization 

transition occurs. But for now, the cost for natural gas will continue to be 

elevated.  This winter New York electricity price futures have already 

increased fourfold from last year, averaging $200 a Mw-hour because 

natural gas futures have more than doubled current prices to $20/MMBtu.

On another note, coal power plants, on average, produce 209 pounds of 

CO²/MMBtu compared to 117 pounds of CO²/MMBtu for natural gas power 

plants. The average heat rate for coal plants is 10,655 Btu/kWh, while the 

average natural gas heat rate is 7,732 Btu/kWh. This means coal releases 

2,227 pounds of CO²/MMBtu, while natural gas releases less than half that, 

905 pounds of CO²/MMBtu. In short, while natural gas coupled with nuclear 

is the best choice to meet our electrical needs, provide flexibility, reduce 

CO² emissions, and give us time to develop renewable reliability, it is more 

expensive than coal, and much more with the addition of energy storage.

I welcome your comments or questions - sid.crouch@gttsi.com
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This renewable energy facility has a total 

capacity of 380 MW (megawatts) - 30MW / 120 

MW-hr (megawatt-hour) battery energy 

storage capacity coupled with a 300 MW 

capacity wind farm, and a 50 MW capacity solar 

farm - which PGE says will power around 

100,000 homes.  This facility will make up for 

over half the power that was generated at their 

last coal-fired plant (Boardman Plant – 550 

MW) which ceased operations in 2020.

This project was partnered with NextEra and 

under this partnership PGE owns one-third of 

the wind output and purchases all the facility's 

power for its renewable energy portfolio. 

NextEra, which developed the site and 

operates it, holds two-thirds of the wind output 

and all the solar output and storage. 

WHEATRIDGE RENEWABLE 
ENERGY FACILTY:  1st UTILITY-
SCALE WIND, SOLAR, AND 
BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE 
FACILITY 

Portland General Electric (PGE) has just put into service the

very 1st utility-scale energy plant of its kind – Wheatridge

Renewable Energy Facility. It combines solar power, wind

power, and battery energy storage and is located in northern

Oregon, near Lexington, in Morrow County.

Battery energy storage isn’t new…many solar-

plus battery energy storage projects have sprung 

up throughout the U.S. over the past few years, 

in no small part due to the robust tax credits and 

incentives offered at the federal and sometimes 

the state level.  However, the Wheatridge 

Renewable Energy Facility is the very first to 

integrate wind, solar, and battery energy storage 

on such a large scale, all in one location.  PGE 

and NextEra say this facility has the flexibility to 

generate continuous output without relying on 

fossil fuels to fill in the gaps because solar and 

wind complement each other. During the day 

when the wind is low, solar panels provide the 

power and at night, when the sun is down, the 

wind tends to pick-up and the wind generators 

provide the power. In between, (continued)
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and on cloudy days, the battery energy storage 

provides the power - thus continuous power 

production. The battery energy storage is the 

key – the batteries are charged during low load 

times of the day and discharged when needed 

due to wind and solar intermittency or peak load 

demand times. In the past, battery energy 

storage was only incorporated with solar 

operations due to how the tax codes were 

incentivized, but the recent Inflation Reduction 

Act will allow wind to be integrated with solar 

and battery energy storage, so expect more 

Wheatridge-like projects on the horizon. 

Last year, the Oregon legislature passed a 

Clean Energy Targets Bill that requires Oregon

Portland General Electric (PGE) – not to be confused with 

PG&E (Pacific Gas & Electric Company) - is a Fortune 

1000 public utility based out of Portland, Oregon. It provides 

electricity to 44% of the inhabitants of Oregon but uniquely 

does not serve all of Portland. Its service territory comprises 

most of Portland west of the Willamette River, sharing most 

of the city east of the river with Pacific Power. Founded in 

1888 as the Willamette Falls Electric Company, the company 

has been an independent company for most of its existence, 

though was briefly owned by the Houston-based Enron 

Corporation from 1997 until 2006 when Enron divested itself 

of PGE during its bankruptcy.

PGE Facility continued
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electricity providers to reduce emissions 80% 

below baseline emissions by 2030, 90% by 

2035, and 100% by 2040.  In compliance with 

this bill, PGE plans to bring online 1,500 MW to 

2,000 MW of clean and renewable resources 

with 800 MW of non-emitting dispatchable 

resources. Maria Pope, president and CEO of 

Portland General Electric said, "By supporting 

innovative projects like Wheatridge, we continue 

to accelerate renewable energy solutions for our 

state, communities, and customers while 

maintaining reliability and affordability. This 

partnership marks a technological milestone in 

decarbonizing our system and making clean 

energy accessible to all Oregonians”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortune_1000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_utility
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portland,_Oregon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willamette_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PacifiCorp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Houston,_Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enron


WORLD’S LARGEST VANADIUM REDOX FLOW 
BATTERY BUILT IN CHINA

used in combination or in parallel operation with 

solar PV, biogas generators, and wind power. 

Their large capacity is good for load balancing 

on the grid and for energy storage from 

intermittent sources. Because VRFBs use 

vanadium-ions within the electrolyte, they are 

considered safer, more scalable, and longer 

lasting than their lithium-ion counterparts.

China’s Dalian VRFB dwarfs other projects –

Australia's largest VRFB is a 2MW/8MWh, and 

a similar test project in the San Diego was 

similar in size. Other VRFB projects are still far 

smaller, like the Sumitomo battery in Hokkaido, 

Japan, that was brought online earlier this year. 

It has a capacity of 17MW/51MWh and when it 

was introduced, it was described as one of the 

world's largest VRFBs. These other VRFB’s 

are smaller because the PNNL electrolyte 

mixture is twice as powerful as other vanadium 

formulae and yields a longer lifetime - 30 years 

without losing capacity (can be charged and 

discharged for decades without degrading).

US Senators John Barasso (ranking member 

of the Senate Committee on Energy and 

Natural Resources) and Joni Ernst sent a letter 

to the Department of Energy  (continued)
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The world's largest vanadium redox flow 

battery (VRFB) was recently built in China with 

inadvertent help from the DOE (Department of 

Energy) – using the Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory’s (PNNL) patented technology of 

their vanadium electrolyte formula.

This VRFB was recently connected to the 

electric grid in Dalian, China, with a capacity of 

100MW (megawatts) / 400MWh (megawatt-

hours) and plans to double that over the next 

few months. The Chinese Academy of 

Sciences (CAS) claims the Dalian VRFB will be 

able to meet the daily energy needs of 200,000 

people. The battery will be used to manage 

supplies during peak power demand and allow 

electricity companies in the Dalian region to 

adopt more renewables to feed the system.

The reactants, stored in separate tanks and 

separated from each other by a membrane, 

allow charging or discharging of the battery as 

the catholyte (negative or cathode reactant) 

or anolyte (positive or anode reactant) is 

circulated. Vanadium redox flow batteries are 

used in large scale battery storage systems -

storing excess power from the grid for use 

during peak demand periods. VRFB’s can be 

The UET flow battery 
(diagram on next page) 

is the size of a shipping 
container with a capacity 
of 600kW / 2.2MWh.
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Photo source - cei.washington.edu / Clean 
Energy Institute University of Washington 

https://www.energy-storage.news/sumitomo-electric-brings-51mwh-flow-battery-online-in-northern-japan/


asking for an investigation into the loss of 

PNNL's VRFB technology to China – due to 

purchase of the PNNL patented vanadium 

electrolyte formula to Dalian Rongke Power 

Co. Ltd. which was transferred to Dutch 

company Vanadis Power, which manufactures 

PNNL's batteries, dubbed ReFlex, in China. 

Vanadis partnered with Bolong New Materials, 

also based in Dalian, and is described as the 

exclusive producer of ReFlex acid-electrolyte 

material – the secret sauce originally patented 

at PNNL Dalian Rongke, the senators said, 

has become the largest VRFB manufacturer in 

the world since acquiring the US patent. The 

pair expressed concern that the DOE was 

overtly derelict of its duties "and that this case 

may be emblematic of a department that 

routinely and flippantly permits government-

funded technology to be transferred to China."

In 2016, the International Renewable Energy 

Agency (IRENA) reported that the installation 

costs for both vanadium redox flow and zinc 

bromine flow batteries ranged from $315 to 

$1680 per kWh as compared with lithium iron 

phosphate at $200 to $840 per kWh. However, 

they predict that by 2030, the installation cost 

for VRFBs will drop to between $108 to 

$576/kWh. “Although they presently indicate
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high upfront investment costs compared to 

other technologies, these batteries often 

exceed 10,000 full cycles, enabling them to 

make up for the high initial cost through very 

high lifetime energy throughputs. Their long-

term electrolyte stability, however, is key to 

this longevity and is the focus of important 

research,” IRENA points out.

In 2019, China was the world’s top vanadium 

producing country with output totaling 

40,000Mt (metric tons) followed by Russia at 

18,000Mt, and South Africa at 

8,000Mt. Around 90% of vanadium production 

is used to strengthen steel, making it 

economically vulnerable owing to its sensitivity 

to market demand by developing countries.

Vanadium is an expensive metal and 

significantly drives up the cost of a VRFB 

system compared with other battery types. As 

the demand for VRFBs increases, so will the 

price of vanadium pentoxide (V205) – the 

material used in the electrolyte 

solutions. China is already ramping up their 

plans for VRFB’s -Shanghai Electric Energy 

Storage Technology Co. has orders for 3GWh 

of VFRB batteries and they are working to 

deliver more than 50 VRFB projects totaling 

over 50MWh.

VRFB continued

Diagram Credit: Scholarly Community Encyclopedia

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2017/Oct/IRENA_Electricity_Storage_Costs_2017.pdf


The world is rethinking nuclear power since the average nuclear power plant 

produces 8,000 times more power than fossil fuels and is environmentally friendly. 

Most U.S. reactors, however, are in the category called Light Water Reactor (LWR) 

where left-over elements from fission are stored within the solid fuel rods. Now a 

team from Brigham Young University (BYU) has announced they have designed a 

molten salt micro-reactor system that can fit on the bed of a 40-foot truck, provide 

~10 Mwe (megawatts electric), and store leftover fission elements within its molten 

salt instead of fuel rods. Many of the valuable elements left within the molten salt 

can be extracted including Molybdenum-99, an expensive element used in medical 

imaging; Cobalt-60; gold; platinum; neodymium; as well as oxygen and hydrogen. 

This also reduces corrosion issues that stalled development of molten salt reactors 

in the past.  BYU Professor Memmott said "Through this process, we can make the 

salt fully clean again and reuse it. We can recycle the salt indefinitely.”

Picture Credit: Wikipedia

X-energy and its subsidiary TRISO-X LLC recently broke ground for Horizon Center 

Industrial Park, a $300 million advanced nuclear fuel facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

Slated to open in 2025, it will be the first commercial-scale facility of its kind in North 

America and is expected to create more than 400 jobs. The TF3 Commercial Fuel Facility 

will manufacture the company’s proprietary fuel form, TRISO-X, for use in its proprietary 

reactors across the country. The facility plans to produce eight tons of fuel per year, with 

plans to double that by the early 2030s, primarily for X-energy’s Xe-100 (high temperature 

gas reactor); however, the TF3 Commercial Fuel Facility will be capable of manufacturing 

fuel for reactors not designed by X-energy. In 2020, the Department of Energy awarded 

funding to the company as part of a multi-billion-dollar effort to develop advanced reactors 

in this decade. The first Xe-100 reactor, being developed in Washington State, should be 

operational by 2028.  X-energy claims TRISO-X cannot melt and that their Xe-100 reactor 

is “meltdown proof”, is small enough to transport using roads and railways, and can provide 

enough energy (75-80 Mwe) to an electric grid or support industrial applications.

Photo Credit: Brianna 
Paciorka/ News 

Sentinel

DID YOU KNOW?

The United Kingdom’s National Grid has warned of possible power cuts this winter. 

While 40% of the UK’s electricity comes from natural gas power plants that do not 

directly depend on Russian energy sources, European countries that export natural 

gas to the UK (Belgium, France, and the Netherlands) get their supply from 

Russian sources. Subsequently, electricity may be turned off in the "unlikely event" 

of a supply shortage to "ensure the overall security and integrity of the electricity 

system” across Great Britain. This news has sent shivers down the backs of many 

Brits as winter approaches. Britain isn't the only country in Europe that is worried 

about harsh winters and the energy crisis. In France, living spaces are to be 

heated to a limit of 19°C/66 °F (being referred to as the “sobriety plan”). Other 

measures France is adopting include no hot water in public buildings, no lighted 

advertising, a ban on doors left open in heated or air-conditioned stores, and

lowering temperatures in gyms and swimming pools. Germany lawmakers accuse 

France as the only nation at fault within the E.U. because the loss of their nuclear 

power plants have increased strain on the European energy grid. 

Photo of life during the UK 
1970’s Blackouts.  

Photo Credit:  David Bagnall
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Community
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Christine McKim and Larry Gentry at a teambuilding dinner with GTTSi Vice-President,

Clay Schile (1st picture). In the Simulator Control Room (right), Larry Gentry gives Clay

Schile, an overview of the control boards and then puts him through some training exercises.

Sid Crouch, Chief Technical Consultant,

visited GTTSi team members with a

lunch at Farm Boys in SC. Pictured

above from left to right is Karl Sease,

Sid Crouch, and Harry Mertins

GTTSi team members (left to right) Ben

Carlin, Chrissy Mulay, Clay Schile, Rick

Dawson and his guest Darlene, Nick

Ertle, and Geoffrey Tobias enjoy an

outing at Top Golf.

A beautiful day (below) with GTTSi 

consultant  Bob Fundis (middle), 

plus Jimmy Newton and Kevin 

Neal
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GTTSi Job Board
GTTSi has been providing professional services to the energy and nuclear 
industry since 1980.  We are an MWBE (minority woman-owned business 
enterprise) and have served over 80% of the US commercial nuclear facilities, 
8 Federal agencies and prime contractors, and one foreign government.  If 
you are qualified and interested in any of the job opportunities listed below, 
please contact us at ginfo@gttsi.com or call 864.882.3111.

P.O. Box 307
Hartsville, SC 29550-0307

COMPANY or PERSON’s NAME
STREET ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP

• Engineer – Solar Farm Design & Construction
• Engineer – Wind Farm Design
• Battery Energy Storage Engineer
• SRO Instructors (Classroom & Simulator experience)
• Scheduler with SRO or RO
• Electrical Field Engineer
• Electrical Engineer
• I&C Engineer
• SCADA Engineer
• Pre-Construction Manager

For updates to your newsletter subscription, please email ginfo@gttsi.com
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